Automatic tracking is essential for a 24 hours intruder-detection and, more generally, a surveillance system. This paper presents au adaptive background generation and the corresponding moving region detection techniques for a Pan-TiltZoom (PTZ) camera using a geometric transform-based mosaicing method. A complete system including adaptive background generation, moving regions extraction and tracking is evaluated using realistic experimental results. More specifically, experimental results include generated background images, a moving region, and input video with bounding boxes around moving objects. This experiment shows that the proposed system can be used to monitor moving targets in widely open areas by automatic panning and tilting in real-time.
INTRODUCTION
Since September 1 1 , the desire for safety in public locations, such as airports and govermnent buildings where many people gather, has been increasing. For security purposes, these places usually adopt video-based surveillance that can record scenes by fixed or PTZ cameras, which can change their viewing area by using predefmed rotation tables and timers. The recorded video can be examined often intrusions or accidents have occurred; however, this means that the system does not provide a real-time warning, which is very important to prevent accidents. For detecting an intruder or tracking suspects with current systems, the video surveillance system should be monitored by human operators, but this is not a simple task even for the skillful operators given the tedious task of watching video for more than a couple of hours. Also monitoring a large area requires many operators at the same time.
Recently, many tracking algorithms have been developed, and can be categorized into three groups: adaptive background generation and subtraction,"2 tracking using shape information,3'4 and region based tracking.5'6 Adaptive background generation is a very efficient way to extract moving objects, and the Gaussian distribution for each pixel is usually used to build a static gray background' or color background7. This method, however, requires stationary cameras to build background, and various research was proposed to extend the camera's view to track objects in large areas. L. Lee et al proposed a method to align the ground plane across multiple views to build a common coordinate for multiple cameras8. An omni-directional camera was also used to extend the field of view to 36O" with adaptive background generation and subtraction, but detected objects, such as a moving person or intruder, are usually at very low-resolution since one camera is used to grab the entire surrounding. Tracking using shape information is very interesting when used to track known objects or an object in the data base by B-spline contours or active shape models, but this method usually requires initial placement of an initial shape, which needs to be placed as near as possible to the targets, to get accurate tracking results manually, and is usually not adequate for automatic fracking. Region based tracking also shows good tracking results, but these methods also require initialization steps on targets to build color distribution models or templates. This paper describes an adaptive background generation algorithm for PTZ cameras using internal parameters of the PTZ cameras, such as pan/tilt angles. An overall system will be presented including background generation, moving region detection and extraction, and tracking as well as experimental results.
BACKGROUND MODELING AND TRACKING

Background modeling for a fixed view
Moving objects can be identified by the difference between the background and the current image. The simplest way is by using an image without any motion, but this method is not easy to be achieved when many people are present in a scene with illumination changes causing false positive alarms. The well-know method using Gaussian distribution can be found in Haritaoglu et a!. ' for gray scale images. This method computes the mean value over approximately 20-40 seconds, and the standard deviation of the median value is used to generate a background model. If the distance between an incoming pixel and the computed mean is larger than the standard deviation, the incoming pixel can be considered as a moving pixel, or background pixel when the distance is smaller than the standard deviation. This algorithm provided considerably improved results for extracting moving parts, but the long training time (20-40 seconds) for initialization is a disadvantage.
We use, as an alternative, a simple background generation method that requires a shorter training time. Figure 1 depicts this algorithm. In this method, a pixel that does not change for N consecutive frames is used to update the background image. The procedure implemented for background generation is summarized as follows. 
Background modeling for PTZ cameras
An adaptive background generation for stationary cameras and its application for PTZ cameras are shown in Figure 2 . When a single, fixed camera is used, each location of a stationary pixel, denoted by the black rectangles in Figure 2 (a), is time-invariant. Figure 2 (b) shows that the location of the black rectangles changes depending on the camera's motion, that is, tilting and panning. The rectified images in terms of position of corresponding points are shown in Figure 2 (c).
Mosaicing enables a generated background for one view point to be reused as the background for the other view if there is an overlapped region. This overlapping condition holds in most practical situations because there will always be overlapped regions when a PTZ camera tracks objects.
Two methods can be used to register images with different pan and tilt angles; one is to use the 8-points algorithm to compute the homogeneous matrix and the other is to use the pan/tilt angle and a focal length. The 8-points algorithm requires at least 4 corresponding points from two images, and these points are used to compute the relation between images, which is a homogeneous matrix. If we can change the pan and tilt angle by the same amount, and once we compute the homogeneous matrix for this amount, for example 3O for the pan angle, 10' for the tilt angle at a zoom ratio of lx, then we always get the same corresponding locations for a pair of images and the same homogeneous matrix. The first task for this method is to choose suitable pan and tilt angles for tracking. These angles should be selected to guarantee at least 50% overlapping depending on the zoom ratio since we need to track objects continuously. After selecting these angles, we can compute the homogeneous matrix, which describes a relation between a pair of images that have different pan and tilt angles. The computed homogeneous matrix is used to project the computed background into the new image that has the new panltilt angles. The advantage of this method is that we do not have to know the internal parameters of the PTZ camera, such as the size of the CCD sensor and the focal length, but we do need to compute homogeneous matrices for every possible combination ofpan and tilt angles. Instead of computing homogeneous matrices, we can register a pair of images by 3D rotations when we know the internal parameters, such as the actual CCD size and focal length. Two assumptions must be made for PTZ cameras to make this method possible; 1) the optical center is always perpendicular to the CCD sensor, possibly at the center of the image, and this feature is invariant to panning and tilting, 2) the distance between the optical center and the center point is fixed at the same zoom ratio.
The first step for this task is to change the coordinates from the 2D point (X, Y) to a 3D unit vector that has the direction to the 2D point in the image plane from the origin, which is the optical center, with two parameters, 9(,, S,,, which are shown in Figure 3(a) . The center point in the image plane has = O,S, =0, and the focal length and CCD size are necessary to do this transformation. These two angles are Z can be represented by = tan(X/Z), S = tan_1(YhJX2 + z2
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where f is the focal length, CCDWdth the width of CCD sensor, and XWdth is the number of total pixels in the horizontal direction in the image plane.
A 3D unit vector can then be defmed as (cosöp sin9,sin5,cosS cos9p)T.
This 3D unit vector can represent any point in the image plane, and this vector is invariant to panning and tilting in the camera coordinates, but variant for the world coordinates. In the world coordinates, this vector can be used to represent another image plane that has different pan/tilt angles by applying 3D rotations. 'New thfl 8New JX + z2 .
Every pixel in image 2 will have a corresponding position in image 1, and this means that a generated background image can now be projected into the new view using these relations. For the fmal system, we defined image plane 1 as the previous view and image plane 2 as the new view. Our algorithm will generate a background for the previous view, and Eq. (6) will generate the corresponding points between the new background and the previous background when the PTZ camera changes angles. We used a nearest neighborhood method to warp the previous background into the new one, so every point's position in the new background with is used to compute the corresponding points in the previous background.
Moving object detection and Tracking
After a background image is generated, moving pixels can be extracted by comparing the background to the current images. 2TBG , which is determined experimentally, is used as the threshold value to extract moving pixels, and morphological operations, such as opening and closing, are used to remove noise when detecting moving pixels.
Labeling follows the morphological operations. As shown in Figure 4 (d), two objects can be considered as one segment due to noise or shadows. By analyzing the histogram of the vertical projections, the segment can be divided. Figure 5(a) shows the vertical projection histogram, using a threshold value of(O.5*maximum), to determine the number ofobjects. Figure 5(b) shows the resulting segments that have been separated into two objects, each ofwhich is enclosed by a separate rectangle.
(a) (b) For the tracking, we mainly used a color distribution using histogram intersection'0 and the direction of motion. Movement of humans usually generates deformable motion, which is not easy to track using block-based motion estimation, so features, which are less sensitive to deformation, are necessary. Histogram intersection provides good performance in computing similarities for objects with deformation. Since we use an adaptive background generation and subtraction, we simply compute the histogram of each moving blob and compute the histogram intersection against moving blobs in the previous frame. The result of this operation is the similarity index, which becomes a main criterion for matching. By applying other constraints, such as size and motion that do not change rapidly, we can obtain reasonable tracking performance.
The implemented System
The implemented system is shown in Figure 6 . 320 by 240 images were used for the video input and each image was first used for background generation. If the current pan and tilt angle are unchanged, the output of the projection is the same as the input for this stage obtained by the identity matrices in Equation 4. This background image is then used to extract moving regions by thresholding, followed by morphological operations, which can reduce noise. The next step is labeling and the vertical histogram analysis described in section 2.3 to divide one detected segment that has multiple touching objects into multiple separated parts. The segmented object is fmally used to build the color model for tracking, and the fmal result will have the position of the moving object, color histogram, and center of gravity. The following input image will have the same steps, and the newly detected blob's information will be used for tracking against the previous object information.
The PTZ camera needs to change views for the following reasons; 1) A target can walk or run out ofthe current view, 2) to facilitate automatic intruder detection for large areas. If the current view changes, the previous and current pan/tilt angles are used to compute 3D rotation matrices as in Equation 4 , and this result will be used to generate the Lookup Table ( LUT) for rapid projection. There will also be a panning and tilting detection module to determine whether the camera changes its angles for new views. In other words, images captured while the camera changes views will not be processed because of the uncertainty of the camera' s angles, caused by the rapid angle changing mechanism. Once we are certain that the camera is not changing angles and know the current angles, the computed LUT will be used to project the generated background into the new view. Each background will first be enlarged 2X and projected by the nearest neighborhood method, and then resized by 1/2 to the original size to minimize projection errors.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We mainly tested indoor images for this experiment. A Pentium 4, 1.3GHz PC and a Panasonic PTZ camera were used with a Matrox Meteor II frame grabber. We set the zoom ratio to l.5X and an initial pan angle: 25O and tilt angle: 1O were used. The results obtained in testing are shown in Figure 7 . We used a timer to change angles by -6° for panning, and 1 for tilting, and a person walked in each camera's view for testing the algorithms. Figure 7 shows three groups of images; in each group the first row has background images, the second detected moving regions with white, and the third row shows the current image from the PTZ camera with detected moving regions and bounding boxes. We set the background algorithm to update the background image rapidly to get these results, so some of the pixels on a person appear in the generated background. The detected moving regions also contained a white rectangle at right; this region represents the non-overlapping region between the previous view and the current view from panning and tilting.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
A real-time tracking system using an adaptive background generation and subtraction method was implemented and tested. The system used a mosaicing technique to project one view onto another view with different pan and tilt angles; experimental results were promising for this automatic tracking system using PTZ cameras. Two additional tasks need to be completed to improve performance for detection and tracking; 1) this algorithm is based on intensity values of the background, thus this system can be affected by global intensity variations or the auto-gain-control unit in a PTZ camera, used to maintain overall intensity levels, and 2) when the system changes the camera view, the non-overlapping region, which is the new region created by the camera motion, needs to be updated or substituted with pre-defmed images for detecting running targets which can enter this non-overlapping region. A color based algorithm for an adaptive background generation can be used to deal with the first task, or a controlled environment in terms of lighting conditions and camera locations can be the solution. For the second task, we may need a wide angle camera to cover a large area and gain time to update the non-overlapping region before the target enters that area. A wide angle camera, however, can cause lens distortion and the system needs to adapt a routine to remove lens distortion. A strategy on how to change the camera view by certain angles would be another good future task to realize a fully automatic tracking system using multiple PTZ cameras. Each group of images has three different types of images; the first row are background images, the second detected moving regions m white and the tiurd row shows current images from a PTZ camera with detected movmg regions
